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Memorial Building Study
Commission Report
On 6 March 1984, Senate Bill 146 was signed into law, establishing the Memorial
Building Study Commission. The legislation appropriated $11,000 "to provide for
the planning and architectural design of an addition to the soldiers and sailors memorial building to house a state historical centennial exhibition and the state historical, educational and genealogical collections of the historical resource center."
As directed by law, the commission consisted of five members appointed by the
Executive Committee of the South Dakota State Historical Society, two members
of the State Capitol Complex Restoration and Beautification Commission, and the
director of the Office of History. The committee members were: Sherri Anderson,
Burton Jones, Vernon Larson, Ron Schmidt, Enid Hyde, Pat Harding, William J.
Srstka, Jr., and J. R. Fishburne. Fred Lillibridge, State Historical Society director,
served as chairman of the commission. The commission was assisted in its research
by the staffs of the Office of History, the Historical Resource Center, and the Robinson State Museum. The commission met seven times between 28 June and 16 October 1985 and issued the following report.

Study Commission Conclusion
The final meeting of the Memorial Building Study Commission was on October
16,1985. At this meeting, Ron Schmidt made the following motion: "that the Commission unanimously adopt the report as prepared and based exclusively upon the
proposal of the architect." William Srstka seconded the motion and it passed unanimously.

Memorial Building Historical Chronology
1919 Senate Bill 71 passed authorizing the establishment of a War Memorial
1919 First fund drive directed by A. N. Walters
1929 Chicago & Northwestern Railroad Company offered the land for the War
Memorial
1930 Cornerstone laying program
1931 Chicago & Northwestern Railroad Company's gift of land was accepted by
the state of South Dakota
1932 Construction of Memorial Building completed
1945 South Dakota Supreme Court Case, Patrick et a/.vs. Blake
1966 Fire in the basement
1970 Sandblasting of the exterior of the building and replacement of roof
1973 Executive reorganization divided the Robinson State Museum and the Historical Resource Center into separate programs under the Office of Cultural
Preservation
1979 Sioux Exhibit completed
1983 Building placed on the National Register of Historic Places
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1984 Roof repaired and the plaster ceiling in the Rotunda restored
1985 Executive Order 85-2 abolished the Office of Cultural Preservation and the
Historical Society and created the Office of History to replace them
1985 South Dakota History Exhibit, Phase I started

Memorial Building History
The following section was written to help explain the original purpose of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial.
Living Memorial In the form of a classic building, to be the best product of American Architecture and built in u manner to endure for many oenturies. ... A memorial that will be as enduring
as rock, and concrete, and sleel can be: as beautiful as the most entrancing dream; as pure as ihe
patriolism »four sons in whose honor it is erected. A Memorial in Every Way. Let us build now
A Temple to loyalty that our posterity a thousand years hence, will look upon with awe and veneration and say. "our sires of old were men of vision, who recognized heroism and appreciated
strength and beauty. They built for Eternity."

The above is an example of the type of advertising that was used in the campaign
to secure the necessary funds by popular subscription for the erection of a Soldiers'
and Sailors' Memorial. This statement probably summarizes the original concept of
the Memorial Building better than any words of today.
In trying to establish whether or not it is appropriate to put an addition on the
Memorial Building, four main sources have been used. These sources consist of early Memorial correspondence, the original Memorial Building Committee minutes,
the 1945 Supreme Court case (Patrick et al vs. Blake), and telephone conversations
with directors of Memorial Museums in other states.
It is the belief of some that an addition to the Memorial Building would be a desecration of the original purpose of the Memorial. These feelings stemmed from the
belief that changing the shape of the building, in any way, would somehow change
its affect on the public. One of the advertisements that was used during the 1920
fund drive stated, "The Memorial which South Dakota is about to erect to her Soldiers and Sailors should be built to stand unimpaired FOR A THOUSAND
YEARS." Does this mean the building itself should remain unimpaired, or that
what it stands for must remain unimpaired? To answer this question, the intent of
the founders of the Memorial Building needs to be determined.
"What is the purpose of a Soldiers' Memorial? To promote patriotism." This was
a statement made in Section 135 of the Respondent's Brief of the 1945 Supreme
Court case. Would an addition to the original building detract from the promotion
of patriotism? The founders of the Memorial Building probably had more in mind
than just the promotion of patriotism, although patriotism was its primary purpose.
In 1919 the first fund drive for the Memorial was established. It was directed by
A. N. Walters. On July 23,1919, M. C. Johnston wrote the following to Doane Robinson: "The concensus of opinion as expressed by the delegates of the American Legion assembled in Sioux Falls, was that the memorial, in their opinion, should be in
the form of a building, to be used as a museum. A place where suitable space could
be provided and permanently used, as a repository of the military records of every
soldier from this state, as well as a place for the collection and exhibiting of all the
various trophies and war relics that might be accumulated."
At the time they were providing "suitable space," but as time progresses, the
amount of space needed to serve their designated purposes grows. Had they known
that more space would be needed they might possibly have made some type of provision for it. In this same letter. Dr. Johnston states, " . . . we feel that the form of
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the building should be such as to best serve the purposes for which it is built." In
the Watertown Public Opinion on November 19, 1920, there was a report on the
Joint Committee Conference held to discuss the State Memorial plans. This group
consisted of the State Memorial Committee and a committee from the American
Legion. An excerpt from this newspaper article helps in trying to establish what
the original intent of the Memorial Committee was: "Such a building would be of
such architecture as would correspond with that of the present state capital and according to the ideas of the two committees provide a suitable and fitting memorial
while yet being a 'live' memorial as it would not be a place of repose for musty records and documents, but would be a building that would be used constantly and be
a benefit to the citizens of the state." Evidently, the committee had more in mind
than just a monument for people to look at. In the Appellant's Brief of the 1945 Supreme Court case, it is stated that, "From the Enabling Act itself it is apparent
that the legislature had in mind some type of a structure which would serve some
useful purpose and at the same time promote sentiments of patriotism and loyalty
for it authorized the construction of a building and not merely a monument." The
committee decided to construct a building rather than a statue or some other type
of monument so that the Memorial would be practical as well as patriotic.
The Memorial Committee minutes of November 16, 1920, state that, "After extended discussion it was unanimously agreed that the Memorial should be in the
form of a building." And, on January 25, 1923, in a Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial
Committee Report of Proceedings, Doane Rohinson states that, "The Legion committee was urgent that the Memorial should be a useful building and not a mere
shaft." This statement raises the question as to whether or not the Memorial, in its
present condition, is a "useful building." Does its lack of adequate space hinder its
usefulness?
Just before the laying of the cornerstone in 1931, the Memorial Committee minutes read that the "Memorial be in its entirety dedicated as a Memorial and be restricted to the use of service organizations and the State Historical Society and
that rooms be provided for the preservation and display of trophies of all wars in
which South Dakotans have rendered service." At this time, there is not adequate
room in the Memorial Building to fulfill these requirements.
In 1931 the State of South Dakota accepted the land as a gift from the Chicago
and Northwestern Railroad Company. The railroad company specified that the
land was only to be used as a site for a Soldiers' and Sailors' Memorial. In the 1945
Supreme Court case, the Respondents Brief states in Section 86: "This subject involves rules of construction in dedications and such rules require very strict construction to uphold strictly the dedication for the specific purpose given. . . . once
accepted for a particular purpose, that purpose must at all costs be maintained."
The intended purpose of the Memorial, as shown in the previous excerpt, appears
to be to house a museum and the State Historical Society.
When the Memorial Building opened in 1932, it was to house the State Historical
Society and a military museum. These programs had been under the Department of
History since 1901, thus the Department of History moved into the building.
In 1942, Secretary of Finance A. B. Blake decided that the Memorial Building
should house the State Library. The Historical Society, headed by Lawrence K.
Fox, decided to oppose the Blake proposal. They managed to stir up a following
with George B. Patrick in the foref'ront. Mr. Patrick and other South Dakota citizens went to court to stop the Library from moving into the Memorial Building. In
1945, the South Dakota Supreme Court ruled in favor of Mr. Patrick et al., and the
Memorial Building was left in the care of the State Historical Society.
The Memorial Building had few changes until 1966 when there was a fire In the
basement, The fire damaged the electrical system throughout the building and de-
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stroyed parts of it, and there was extensive heat and smoke damage. Some of the
collection was lost, and concern for the vulnerability of the historical collections remains today.
In 1970, the Memorial Building was sandblasted in an effort to clean up the exterior. The workers also repaired the roof, did tuckpointing, cleaned the interior
waits, and replaced broken floor tiles.
In 1973, an extensive reorganization of the Executive Branch was approved by
Governor Richard Kneip. It was at this time that the Department of History
became the Office of Cultural Preservation, the Historical Society was stripped of
its administrative responsibilities, and the Robinson Museum and the Historical
Resource Center became separate programs remaining in the Memorial Building.
In 1979, the Robinson Museum installed the Sioux Exhibit, which is a permanent
exhibit based on the history and culture of the Sioux Indians.
Then, in 1983 the Memorial Building was placed on the National Register of Historic Places. In 1984 extensive repairs were made on the roof and the plaster ceiling in the rotunda was restored.
In January of 1985, Governor William Janklow signed Executive Order 85-2,
which abolished the Office of Cultural Preservation and replaced it with the Office
of History.
In 1985 the Robinson Museum was given a grant to install the first of two phases
of a permanent exhibit. The result will be the installation of an interpretive exhibit
on the history and culture of South Dakota that combines good design with current
scholarship. It is scheduled for opening in the spring of 1986.
There is virtually no room left in the Memorial Building for any further growth
of either the Robinson Museum or the Historical Resource Center.
The main purpose of the Memorial Building is "to promote patriotism." This is
stated in numerous documents. Would an addition in any way hinder the promotion
of patriotism? The April 6,1930, committee minutes read "that all phases of the design of the building be such as to cause the Memorial feature to predominate." It is
possible that an addition could be put on the building without detracting from the
memorial feature.
In researching the idea of putting an addition on the Memorial Building, four
agencies in other states that have similar Memorial Buildings to South Dakota's
were contacted. They were: Indiana War Memorial, Indianapolis, Indiana; Liberty
Memorial Museum, Kansas City, Missouri; North Dakota Memorial, Bismark,
North Dakota: and Georgia Veterans Memorial Museum, Cordele, Georgia. All four
of the directors that were contacted stated that they felt an addition, done properly, would not detract from the original intent of the building as a memorial. None of
these states had put additions on their buildings because it was either not necessary or not feasible to do so.
"The director of the Indiana War Memorial stated that it would be important that
the addition be in the same architectural style and that it be balanced on all sides.
He stated, "If I needed the space and it could be done properly, I would not hesitate
to do it."
The director from the Liberty Memorial Museum, Kansas City, Missouri, stated
that they had plans for an underground expansion. She stated that this would be
cheaper than adding onto the building and that it is not feasible for their building to
have an external addition. She stated, "If your originators had had the money they
would have built a bigger building."
The North Dakota response was "the memorial is just a building," In North Dakota, the museum has been moved to the Heritage Center and the Memorial Building now houses the State Library and the North Dakota Tourism Department.
The representative from Georgia merely stated that "this is a state building and
we have no control over it."
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The two directors of the South Dakota Memorial Building do not view an addition, done properly, as a desecration to the building. In fact, they both fee! that the
dire need for additional space for both of the programs is going to grow even more
critical as the South Dakota Centennial approaches.

Maintaining the Status Quo in the Memorial Building:
The Consequences
After more than fifty years of occupancy, the Soldiers' and Sailors' World War
Memorial Building can no longer adequately house the State Historical Resource
Center and the Robinson State Museum. While the Memorial Building provided
sufficient space in 1932, it is now extremely overcrowded. Furthermore, because
the memorial features of the building dominated its design, the building has never
been truly functional as a repository of historical materials. In its present condition, the Memorial Building suffers from the following major deficiencies: 1) overcrowded conditions; 2) lack of environmental control and excessive light levels; 3)
steampipes running through the basement of the building; 4) an antiquated burglar
alarm system and no fire detection system; and 5) lack of handicapped access.
The most difficult problem to address is overcrowding. There is simply not
enough space in the Memorial Building to house properly the collections, staffs, and
programs of both the State Historical Resource Center and the Robinson State Museum. This is particularly unfortunate as the state centennial will provide an unparalJed opportunity to collect the historical records and objects of South Dakota.
Much of this valuable material will have to be passed up and may be lost forever for
want of adequate space to house it. To make matters worse, existing collections are
already suffering from the damage inherent in overcrowded conditions. To quote
from a 1980 report on the museum by the Rocky Mountain Regional Conservation
Center (RMRCC), "In spite of the obvious care and concern on the part of the staff,
however, the collection is suffering.... Everything is crowded and many things
are stacked. In addition to the inevitable crushing —and with organics, distortion
can be permanent—breakages are unavoidable.... There is no doubt but that
every effort has been made to use space efficiently, but given the basic lack of facilities in terms of space, storage containers and shelving, there can be but one conclusion—the stores are hopelessly unsuitable for the size and complexities of the
collection." In short, thousands of objects and historical records that have been entrusted to the state by South Dakota citizens are gradually being destroyed by
overcrowding.
The overcrowded conditions will also severely hamper the ability of the State
Historical Resource Center and the Robinson State Museum to meet the demands
for increased public services that will occur during the state centennial and
beyond. School tours are often too crowded to offer the children a truly educational
experience, and there is not adequate space for researchers and other patrons to
work. In addition, overcrowded working conditions lead to inefficiency and low
staff morale and impair the ability of the staff to serve the public effectively. Finally, while the existing exhibits are of a high quality, there is insufficient exhibit
space to do justice to the diverse history of South Dakota. The pride South Dakotans take in their rich heritage is certainly not being conveyed to their children, or
to visitors who will compare our state museum with those in Minnesota, Iowa, and
North Dakota.
The lack of environmental control in the Memorial Building results in extreme
visitor discomfort, as temperatures in the exhibit galleries frequently exceed 90°
during the summer. This also exacerbates the crowded conditions under which the
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staff is forced to work. As one elderly woman remarked on a particularly hot summer day, "How can you stand it in this hellhole?" These problems are minor, however, compared to the irreversible damage that extremes and rapid fluctuations of
temperature and humidity, excessive unfiltered light levels, and airborne contaminants can cause to museum objects and historical records. Under these conditions
the tightly stretched head of a frontier military drum splits: a beautifully handcrafted quilt, which somehow survived the rigors of homesteading on the Dakota
frontier, becomes soiled from dust blowing across a dirt parking lot; and the layers
of paint on a valuable ($20,000) painting of Crow Creek Agency, D.T., which the museum restored for $2,400, will again one day begin to crack and flake. To quote
again from the 1980 HMRCC report, "It is absolutely essential that a reasonable
museum environment be obtained throughout the Museum. To try and keep material of this nature and value in such conditions will prove ultimately hopeless."
Contributing to the instability of the environment are the steampipes that crisscross the basement of the Memorial Building. While the steampipes create very
high and rapidly fluctuating temperatures, the inevitability that they will one day
leak or burst (as occurred in 1984 at the State Agricultural Heritage Museum)
poses an even greater danger. The resulting water damage to the organic collections of the State Historical Resource Center and the Robinson Museum would be
disastrous. The entire manuscript collection of the State Historical Resource Center, including the papers of eleven early governors, could be totally and irreversibly damaged. In addition, the probable existence of asbestos fibers in the pipe insulation poses a potentially serious health hazard to the museum staff and the visiting
public.
The Memorial Building has an antiquated twenty-year-old burglar alarm system
and no fire detection system. This puts the Memorial Building, which is listed on
the National Register of Historic Places, and the priceless and irreplaceable collections it houses in jeopardy of a sudden and catastrophic loss. The Memorial Building fire of 1966 is a sobering reminder of the potential for disaster. In addition, the
building's aging burglar alarm system can be easily circumvented and frequently
malfunctions, resulting in numerous false alarms. The failure to provide adequate
security from loss by fire or theft is a betrayal of the public trust.
Owing primarily to numerous exterior and interior stairs, the Memorial Building
is inaccessible to citizens with mobility handicaps. It is particularly ironic that a
war memorial should be inaccessible to many disabled veterans. In addition, it is
unfortunate that the state should maintain architectural barriers that make it difficult for elderly citizens, who are particularly interested in history and who constitute a large percentage of the handicapped, to enjoy their heritage. Given the moral issues involved, it is almost anticlimactic to note that the Robinson State Museum is in violation of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, which mandates
handicapped accessibility for federally funded programs.
Thus the Memorial Building suffers from a number of serious deficiencies, including severe overcrowding and the lack of environmental control, an adequate security system, and handicapped access. The consequences of failing to address
these problems range from the curtailment of public services to the gradual destruction or sudden catastrophic loss of significant historical collections. This
would be an abrogation of the state's responsibility and a serious breach of the public trust.

Space Utilization for Proposed Memorial Addition
In considering space utilization for the proposed Memorial addition, it has been
estimated that approximately 15,000 square feet would be available. This would al-
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Memorial Building, north (front) and west elevations

Memorial Building, south ibacki and east elevations
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Steampipes running through
the basement of the Memorial
Building pose a grave danger
to the collections.

A fire ravaged the
basement of the Memorial
Building on the night
of 2 August 1966.
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Collections storage
areas in the Memorial
Building are well
organized but
extremely crowded.

Crowded storage
conditions can result
in the crushing and
breaking of objects.
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A drumhead was split
by rapid fluctuations
in relative humidity.

The fibers of this
silk scarf were faded
and shattered by excessive light levels.
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A Sioux horn spoon, desiccated by low relative
humidity, cracked and shrank.

This zither was severely damaged by a combination of
extremely low humidity, which caused the glue to fail and
rapid fluctuations in relative humidity, which caused it to warp.
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Water and mold have distorted and stained this Sioux quilled pipe bag.

Excessively high
relative humidity
levels caused the
mold stains and ink
blurring on this
document signed by
President Andrew
Johnson.
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low for approximately 5,000 square feet for each of three floors in an addition
erected behind the present structure.
The 1984 legislation establishing the Memorial Building Commission mandated a
study that would evaluate a centennial wing addition that would include exhibitions and the historical society's genealogical and reference collections. To accommodate these functions as well as other needs of the two programs presently housed in the Memorial, the additional space would need to be allocated between staff
usage, collections storage, and public access.
The third floor of the proposed wing would be assigned to staff and reference
use. In this area would be the office for the director of the Historical Resource Center, the photograph librarian, manuscripts curators, librarian, publications editor,
and the museum registrar. On this level would be a reading/conference room that
could also be utilized for special meetings, particularly those of the State Historical
Society Board of Trustees. The reading room would contain tables to be used by
the public for research under the supervision of at least one staff member. This
level would contain stacks for the historical society's library and the bulk of the museum's storage collections.
On the second floor there would be maximum use of space for permanent and
temporary exhibitions. Consideration would have to be made whether this area
would be accessible through an entranceway made through the present palladian
window on the stair case landing or through side entrances in the present wings,
which might be more desireable because of handicapped access.
The first floor would house the office space for the museum director, receptionist, and exhibition design staff. In addition, this floor would also contain public restrooms constructed to handicapped specifications for visitors and space for a small
gift shop for educational materials and items. This level would contain the mechanical equipment room, display receiving area, and the museum shop. The area would
also hold the residue of the historical library, research materials, manuscripts, and
other reference items that could not be housed in the third floor reading room. This
area would be closed to the public except with special permission, and items needed
for research would be brought by staff to the public reading room on the third floor.
This access would necessitate elevator installation for all three floors with connections to the three levels in the present Memorial Building.
The original Memorial would be maintained as close to its original appearance as
possible. The basement level would be utilized to house the museum workshop, museum exhibition materials, museum supplies, secondary collection items, an office
for the curator of exhibitions, an office for the curator of education, staff restrooms,
a small conservation laboratory, and a classroom for school children.
The second (or main) floor would contain Phase II of the permanent historical exhibition, the permanent exhibitions commemorating each military conflict in which
South Dakotans participated, a reception desk within the rotunda area, and a
Phase III permanent exhibition. This level would continue as the official or main
entry to the Memorial.
The third floor would house the Phase I permanent history exhibition and the
Sioux Exhibition with the area along and around the staircase being available for
temporary exhibitions, particularly items that can be hung.
This 15,000 square foot addition would solve the immediate space and congestion
problems of the Memorial as well as offer proper humidity controls for collection
care. In the long run it would not solve the needs of two viable cultural programs
that need to grow to meet increased public needs in the post centennial years.
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Site Feasibilty Soil Analysis
[The site of the proposed addition, i.e., the space behind the present Memorial
Building, was tested and analyzed by Twin City Testing and Engineering Laboratory, Inc., of Sioux Falls, South Dakota. Its Geotechnical Exploration team filed a
full report, and the following quotation from that report is a general summary of its
conclusions.]
"In our opinion, the soil conditions are favorable for support of the proposed addition. Generally speaking, the subsurface conditions at the site are one of the better 3oil profiles for building support in the Pierre area."

Feasibility Study —Memorial Building Addition
[The following was prepared by Dana Larson Roubal and Associates, architects.]

Introduction
The Memorial Building Study Committee has authorized the preparation of this
report. The purpose of the report is two fold: (1) to consider renovation requirements of the existing Memorial Building, and (2) to consider the potential for constructing an addition to the existing Memorial Building. Since the existing building
has historic significance both in terms of its architectural quality and in its original
function as a World War I memorial, it is understood that any renovation or new
construction on the site must compliment the appearance and character of the original building.

/. Building Renovation
The existing war memorial building was constructed in 1930 and 1931. It functions today as a war memorial and museum and provides office and storage space
for the Historical Resource Center. Since its construction fifty-five years ago,
building needs have changed, and although the building has been well maintained,
it does have some significant functional deficiencies. These deficiencies include the
following:
Handicap Accessibility. Since there are stairs at both building entrances and no interior elevator, the building does not meet requirements for handicap accessibility.
Public Toilets. Access to toilet facilities by the public is extremely awkward since they are located on the lower level. Public toilets that
comply with handicap accessibility requirements should be provided.
Space Requirements. The existing building does not satisfy space requirements for exhibit display, storage of artifacts, record
storage, or required office functions.
Inadequate Heating and Cooling System. The existing building's mechanical system is totally inadequate for both the museum and
office functions. The building lacks any means of adequate
temperature or humidity control.
Renovation of the existing Memorial Building would be necessary if the building
deficiencies are to be solved. The necessity to maintain the architectural "quality"
of the existing building will impose additional costs and in some instances limit the
available options for renovation that can be utilized to solve the building deficiencies.
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Handicap Accessibility
Handicap accessibility within the building can only be accomplished by means of
an elevator. Public access to all three floor levels could be provided with an elevator constructed within the existing building. The elevator shaft would require an
area of approximately 10" -0" x 10" -0" on the upper two floors of the building. Tbe
basement level would require an area of 10' -0 x 10' -0" for the elevator shaft and an
additional separate room of approximately 50 sq. ft. for elevator equipment. Since
there is no "on grade" entrance to the building, a ramped entrance would need to
be constructed on the rear (south) side of the building in order to provide a handicap accessible entrance. Construction of an exterior ramped entrance would reduce
some of the existing parking area but would provide a means íor a building entrance on grade with minimal impact on the appearance of the building or the building site.
As an alternative to the interior elevator, an exterior elevator tower could be
constructed on the south side of the building. This elevator tower would provide a
separate on-grade entrance to the building as well as access to each floor level. Although the construction of an exterior elevator would not require the utilization of
interior floor space, the construction of a separate "elevator tower" would have a
significant impact on the building site and appearance. As indicated on the attached cost estimate, the separate elevator tower would also be a more costly solution
assuming utilization of a limestone exterior to match the existing building.
Public Toilet Facilities
Long-term utilization of the existing building would require construction of public toilet facilities on the main-floor level of the building. The toilet facilities must
be handicap accessible and would require the utilization of approximately 350 sq. ft.
of existing floor space on the main-floor level. An estimate of construction cost for
the toilet facilities is included in the attached cost estimate.
Space Requirements
Since space needs for the various "museum" functions has increased significantly
since the original building was completed, the existing building lacks adequate
space for the programs and functions that are currently being provided. The existing interior area of 12,600 sq. ft. would have to be doubled at a minimum in order to
provide sufficient floor space to meet today's needs. The necessity to provide an Interior elevator, public toilet facilities and space for additional mechanical equipment, although very necessary to meet other building demands, will only complicate the problem of inadequate space within the building.
Mechanical and Electrical Systems
The existing mechanical heating system consists of cast-iron radiators served
with steam generated by the central boiler plant. Over the years, several radiators
have been removed during remodeling projects, leaving some areas of the building
with inadequate heating capabilities during cold winter days. Localized humidification and dehumidification is provided with small self-contained units. These units
have broken down frequently and have required continual maintenance and repairs. A direct expansion cooling only fan-coil unit and condensing unit, serving the
basement, were installed during the summer of 1985. Supply air from the fan-coil
unit is ducted throughout the basement; return air is non ducted. Small windowtype air conditioners are utilized in the office area on the first floor.
Performance of the existing mechanical systems has been tracked by the museum staff since 1980. This has been accomplished with three hygro-thermograph instruments that naeasure and record indoor humidity and temperature levels. The
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three instruments are each located in the Sioux Room, Pioneer Room, and in basement storage. Humidity levels vary between 40% and 50% during spring, summer,
and fall months. During winter months, humidity levels vary between 25% and
40%. Temperature levels vary between 55 degrees and 95 degrees from winter to
summer. During spring and fall, the central boiler is often shut down during weekends and overnight. This can result in temperature swings of 20 degrees in a 24 to
48 hour period.
A computer was utilized to determine the building heating and cooling loads at
summer and winter design temperatures. Analysis yielded a total building heating
load of 472,687 BTUH and a total building cooling load of 288,634 BTUH. Computer
output sheets are included for more information. This data was used for preliminary selection of mechanical equipment and for cost-estimating purposes.
Temperature and humidity requirements for museums are usually quite stringent to prevent deterioration of artifacts, paintings, etc. and to provide a comfortable environment for visitors and staff. Ideally, a constant temperature of 70 degrees should be maintained year round. Humidity should be maintained at a constant level of 50% or slightly less during the summer and should be allowed to
slowly decrease to 40% during the winter. Humidity levels higher than 40% during winter months would result in serious moisture condensation problems on all
cold surfaces and therefore should be avoided.
To meet the previously stated heating and cooling loads of the existing building,
three new air-handling units and three new condensing units should be installed.
The units would utilize steam-heating coils, steam-dispersion tube humidifiers, direct expansion cooling coils, and a medium-efficiency filter section. The cooling
coils would provide both cooling and dehumidification.
Since it would not be possible to modify the existing basement fan-coil unit, it
would have to be removed and replaced. All three air-handling units would be located in the basement. One unit would serve the basement only and would be
equipped with one steam-heating coil mounted in the unit casing. The other two airhandling units would each serve half of the first floor and half of the second floor.
Four duct-mounted steam-heating coils would be utilized to accommodate the different heating loads from floor to floor. Four chases would be installed to provide
supply and return air ducting for the first and second floors. Ductwork in the conditioned space would be installed tight against the ceiling in the corners and be
painted to match the ceiling. Since forced air would be both the heating and cooling
medium, it would be possible to remove the cast-iron radiators, thus allowing the
floor area to be more easily utilized for display purposes. Floor plan drawings are
included that show the air handling unit locations, duct chases, and ductwork installation.
A complete pneumatic temperature and humidity control system would be installed to provide precise control of the mechanical systems. Each steam-handling
coil would be controlled by its own thermostat, and each air-handling unit humidifier and cooling coil would be controlled by its own humidistat and thermostat respectively.
The major shortcoming of the proposed system is due to the central boiler plant
being shut down when the building requires heating or humidification. When the
boilers are not operating, the building will have to coast until steam is again available. This will result in the temperature varying several degrees in a short period
of time. Fortunately, the humidity level will remain relatively constant.
If the proposed addition is designed, it would be possible to take advantage of
different locations for air-handling units that would serve the existing building.
Air-handling units and the majority of ductwork could be installed in the addition,
thereby minimizing the number and size of floor and wall penetrations in the exist-
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ing building. Also, if the budget would allow, it would be possible to install a standby boiler system that could generate steam when the central boiler plant is shut
down.
The existing electrical service is 200A, 208V, 3-phase which would not be adequate for the installation of the air-conditioning system as described. A new three
phase service entrance and new service entrance equipment would have to be installed. If the proposed addition is designed, the new service entrance would be located in the addition and would serve both the addition and existing building.
Lighting in the Sioux Room consists of incandescent track, troffer fluorescent,
and fluorescent display. Lighting in the history exhibit area consists of incandescent track, incandescent floor, and fluorescent display. Lighting in the center area
consists of perimeter fluorescent on the upper level, incandescent on the lower
level, and fluorescent display. Lighting in the Pioneer Room consists of incandescent and fluorescent display. Lighting in the basement consists of fluorescent.
Lighting and general power provisions appear to be adequate.
Installation of a complete ionization smoke detection system is also recommended as a means to insure prompt and adequate fire detection. The detection system
would be installed throughout all areas of the existing building.

Memorial Building Renovation
Preliminary Cost Estimate
Interior Elevator
Includes construction of ramped
exterior entrance, interior elevator
and necessary building renovation.

$ 150,000.00

Exterior Elevator Addition

$ 215,000.00

Public Toilet Rooms

$ 23,000.00

Mechanical and Electrical Building Renovation

$ 125,000.00

NOTE: Cost estimate amounts do not include
contingencies or professional fees.

//. Building Addition
As an alternative to renovating the existing building, consideration was given to
constructing an addition to the Memorial Building. Maintaining the architectural
character of the existing building was a primary concern in studying alternative
schemes for a building addition. The conceptual design scheme that is presented in
conjunction with this report is one that minimizes the impact of the building addition on the Memorial Building. The scheme relies on a continuation of the symmetry of the existing building, utilization of exterior building materials that are compatible with the original building, and the fact that the addition is constructed on
the south side of the present building as a means to minimize the visual impact of
the building addition.
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Construction of the building addition as indicated in the conceptual plans included with this report will provide an additional 20,000 sq. ft. of total floor area. Of this
total building area, 13,500 sq. ft. is assignable to exhibit, storage, and office functions. The remainder of the area is utilized for stairways, connecting corridors, elevator, mechanical equipment, and toilet facilities. The new floor space is equally divided between three floor levels. The lowest floor level would be built on-grade in
order to comply with the recommendations of the preliminary soils investigation
and also eliminate the obvious disadvantage of below-grade space for the planned
building functions. Although the utilization of space within the building could be
done in several ways, the following distribution is presented as a possible alternative.
First Floor, ground level (5,000 sq. ft.)
Display receiving area
Shop area
Mechanical equipment room
Public toilet facilities
Gift Shop
Office space for museum director, secretary/
receptionist, exhibit designer, and exhibit
designer helper
Second Floor, (5,000 sq. ft.)
Exhibit display area
Third Floor, (5,000 sq. ft.)
Library
Conference room
Artifacts storage
Office space for registrar, resource center
director, manuscripts curators, librarian,
photo librarian, and editor
Following completion of the building addition, reassignment of existing building
floor space will also allow for additional flexibility in accommodating museum exhibit and Resource Center space needs. The combined facility will make a total of
9,200 sq. ft. available for exhibit display and approximately 14,300 sq. ft. available
for the Resource Center.
The usable area of the existing building includes 4,200 sq. ft. of exhibit space and
5,860 sq. ft. of area for the Resource Center. The new addition therefore will more
than double the existing "usable" area of the Memorial Building.
Utilization of a limestone exterior veneer to compliment the existing building
stone would be an important element in the exterior design of the new addition.
The existing building stone consists of Hot Springs, South Dakota, sandstone to a
height of 5'-6" above grade and "Bedford" limestone for the remainder of the exterior wall. Utilization of these materials was most probably done to compliment the
State Capitol Building, which utilizes a combination of sandstone, granite, and limestone. Although an exact color match of the existing limestone may not be possible
and the South Dakota sandstone is not available, utilization of similar exterior
stone materials is essential in maintaining the architectural integrity of the existing museum.
Location of the building addition on the south side of the existing building will
necessitate sacrificing most of the off street parking that is currently provided at
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the rear of the building. The development of the existing site, however, will also
serve to screen sightlines of the building addition from Capitol Avenue. Extensions
of the building addition on the east and west sides are equal in order to maintain
building symmetry and are also minimized in order to reduce the visibility of the
addition from Capitol Avenue.
One alternative conceptual design scheme that was considered was the possibility of constructing the building entirely below grade. Consideration of providing
completely below-grade space would be limited to construction of a maximum of
two levels below grade. The floor area per level would therefore have to be increased 50% in order to maintain an addition consisting of 20,000 sq. ft. of space.
Although below-grade construction would be a possibility, it is not recommended
since project costs for this type of construction would be higher than above-grade
construction and because of the difficulty in providing adequate square footage
within the constraints of the site.
Below-grade construction would also necessitate constructing the addition within the Pierre shale soil formation, which adds further to construction costs and con
tradicts recommendations made in a preliminary soils report. In order to meet the
recommendations of the preliminary soils report, it is necessary to maintain footing
elevations that are approximately 8'-0" below existing grade.
The conceptual design scheme that is presented with this report is one that maximizes the square footage of new construction. The design scheme also minimizes
the impact of the addition of the building site and is done with all consideration for
the architectural character and function of the original building.

Memorial Building Addition
Preliminary Cost Estimate
Site Development

$

50,000.00

Renovation of Existing Building
(Includes mechanical and
electrical renovation)

$

125,000.00

Building Construction
(20,000 sq. ft. total area)

$ 1,700,000.00

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST
NOTE: Cost estimate does not include amounts for
contingencies, professional fees, construction
of exhibits or furnishings.

$ 1.875,000.00
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